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Enduring Understandings:  A work in progress 
By Tiffany Tillman 

Sustainability: what is it, and how do you educate for it? You won’t 

find us going into elementary school classrooms saying, “Today we 

are going to learn about sustainability!” If we did, we’d lose stu-

dents and miss the point of educating for a sustainable future. 

  

What you will find us doing is working with teachers, classrooms, 

parents and communities to infuse the Big Ideas of Sustainability 

into the curriculum , community and campus practices. Students in 

kindergarten explore the idea of community, while their first grade 

counterparts dive deep into a study of cycles. Second and third graders spend the year learning about 

systems and equity by exploring their local food system and how it relates to their own health. And fourth 

and fifth graders focus on responsibility by focusing their studies on an essential question: “What is our 

role as citizens of our classroom, school, and community?” 

  

For the past seven years SSP has worked with the Sustainability Academy, formerly Lawrence Barnes Ele-

mentary School, to develop a curriculum that builds from year to year, using the Big Ideas of Sustainabil-

ity. The Big Ideas shape curriculum across disciplines, and enrich learning by building an ideal foundation 

for real work and real world learning. 

  

This year SSP is asking: 

• What do we really want students to know (and be able to do) in order to build sustainable  

       communities? 

• What Enduring Understanding do students need to walk away with from their study of cycles? 

• How does their understanding of cycles teach them that there is “no (throw) away”? 

• What about the Big Idea of Community do students need to understand in order to build a  

       sustainable one? 

  

Stay tuned as we draft and pilot these Enduring Understandings of Sustainability through out the year.  
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